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ABSTRACT

The Hot Fuel Examination Facility/North conducts
remote eddy-current examination of irradiated fuel
elements. Applications include cladding breach
detection and irradiation-induced ferrite exami-
nation. The successful use of remote eddy-current
techniques is achieved by applying basic test
parameters and interfacing considerations. These
Include impedance matching, operating frequency,
and feedthrough considerations.

INTRODUCTION

At the Hot Fuel Examination Facility (HFEF),
remote eddy-current Inspection is performed on
Irradiated fuel elements. Eddy-current inspection
is one of several remote examination methods used
«t HFEF. Others Include neutron radiography,
gamma scanning, profilometry, weighing, close
visual inspection, bow and length measurements,
and detailed photography.

For the past several years HFEF has conducted
remote eddy-current examination of irradiated fuel
elements.2'3 Considerable operating experience
has been accrued interfacing eddy-current devices
to HFEF hot cells. Recent modifications to the
remote eddy-current inspection system include
absolute scanning probes permitting ferrite in-
spection and a point-probe for cladding defect
examination.1' With each modification or new
equipment installation, new operating difficul-
ties are encountered. Considering the effects
of impedance matching, resonant frequency, and
feedthrough connections is essential to the
successful interfacing of eddy-current systems
to HFEF.

THEORY

In general, eddy currents are electrical
currents set up within a material by an applied
alternating magnetic field. The eddy-current test

consists of sending alternating current through
an electrical coil, which produces an alternating
electromagnetic field. This alternating field,
when brought Into the vicinity of a test specimen,
intercepts the specimen surface and results in a
flow of alternating circular currents within the
specimen. These currents subsequently produce a
secondary magnetic field in the direction opposing
the applied electromagnetic field. Abrupt changes
in the specimen's physical or mechanical proper-
ties vary the flow of eddy currents, and the end
result is a measurable change in the applied
electromagnetic field. The method by which the
change in the applied electromagnetic field is
sensed and then analyzed .Is a function of the
test instrumentation.

HOT-CELL INTERFACE

Configuration

Most eddy-current devices used for remote
hot-cell examination of Irradiated fuel are sinus-
oidal "phase and amplitude" type.5 Each employ
alternating current (ac) impedance-bridge cir-
cuits to yield information about the depth (phase)
and size (amplitude) of the defect. The bridge
circuitry of these devices usually requires a
probe impedance between about 10 to 200 ohms.
It is important that the probe impedance, as
seen by the bridge circuitry, remain within these
bounds for both out-of-cell scanning and for in
situ scanning where typically long interconnec-
ting/feedthrough cables (50-100 ft) nay be used.
Test sensitivity and frequency range are reduced,
and bridge balance may be lost If the Intercon-
necting cables cause the probe Impedance, as seen
by the bridge circuitry, to fall outside these
bounds.

For the particular applications at HFEF,
Fig. 1 shows the overall view of the eddy-current
examination stage. The data-generating portion
of the system is a nodular Zetec Corp. eddy-
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aZetec Inc., of Issaquah, Washington, manufactures
nodular "phase/amplitude" eddy-devices Including
EM3300, EM43OO, MIZ-12, MIZ-17.
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Fig. 1. Overall View of Eddy-current
Examination Stage

current device located In the operating corridor
of HFEF. The eddy-current device is coupled by
feedthrough cables to r.he standard HFEF element-
handling stage.6

Electronics

Figure 2 shews the commonly used ac impedance
bridge circuit In simplified form. Illustrated
is the impedance bridge located within the modular
eddy-current device out-cf-cell and the scanning
probe in-cell. For frequencies below 500 kHz,
the probe and cable (as seen by the bridge cir-
cuitry) is approximated by the model shown in
Fig. 3. The scanning probe Is Indicated in the
model by the equivalent probe inductance (L p),
the resistance (Re), and the cable capacitance
(C). As noted in the figure, the Interconnecting
cable capacitance is treated as being totally
capacitlve and In parallel with the probe.
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Fig. 2. Simplified Schematic of Hot-cell
Eddy-current Testing System
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Fig. 3. Equivalent LC Tank Circuit for
Hot-cell Eddy-current Systen.

For proper operation It is Important that
the probe have: (1) an inductince (Lp) that is
much smaller than the capacitive reactance of C
(this (rinimizes the loss of sensitivity due to
the shunting effect of the capacitive reactance
of the cable), and (2) an impedance that falls
between 10 and 100 ohms to maintain bridge
balance.

These two conditions imply the following
rules of thumb which are useful for any given
test frequency Fj. (below approx. 500 kHz) and
cable capacitance C:

x c > io (1)

hence, L •

and 10 <

40 it2

(X + R ) < 200N> E (2)

Basically, these expressions assure that the
probe and its interconnecting cable are inductive
and have an effective impedance that is compatible
with the bridge circuitry.

The approximate Impedance (Z) of the probe
and Its cable, as seen by the bridge circuitry,
nay be found from the expression:

(-JXC) (3)
RE -Jxc

Probes

HFEF currently uses differential encircling
probes for defect detection, accoaaodating various
fuel-element dlaneters from 4.42 m (0.174 in.)



to 9.40 nun (0.370 in.) with Fill-Factor between
0.66 to 0.81. These Fill Factorsb all indicate
•trong probe-to-element magnetic coupling and
therefore good sensitivity. Each probe Is differ-
entially wound on a polyurethane form with Ho.
39 AWG Insulated copper wire. The differential
design consists of two magnetically coupled
55-turn oppositely wrapped absolute coils.

In addition, HFEF uses two absolute encir-
cling-type coils for ferrite detection accom-
modating fuel-element diameters up to 8.64 mm
(0.340 in.) in diameter. The absolute probes
consist of single 220-turns of AWG No. 40 magnetic
copper wire wrapped Bide-to-side on polyurethane
forms.

Each probe Is electrically coupled to the
eddy-current device using 100 ft of RG-174 coaxial
cable. The total capacitance 1? .-jual to 3000
picofarads. The probes and c ibles .ire driven by
frequencies between 10 and 5; ki.li-v.-r'z.

TESTING

Standards

For defect testing, artificially defected
standards for each differential encircling probe
size exists. Intricate longitudinal, transverse,
and through-hole defects are electromachined
Into the inner and outer diameters of tubing.
Figure 4 Illustrates a defected standard with
actual chart traces. Since the standard Is
unlrradiated and the defects are standard geo-
metric forms, it provides only an approximate
correlation to actual irradiated element flaws.
It does, however, provide excellent demonstration
of system Bensitlvlty.

For ferrite testing, a standard consists of
316 stainless steel 5.84 mm (0.230 in.) diameter
tubing. It Is similar in electrical conductivity
and geometry to the unirradiated cladding of the
fuel element being tested. The exterior of the
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Fig. 4. Defected Standard with Eddy-current Strip-chart Indications

•The fill-factor value refers to magnetic coupling
and la defined as (dj/d2) , where dj is the OD
of the elenent, and d2 is the ID of the scanning
coil.



tubing Is electroplated with alpha (a) Iron.
Plating thicknesses are varied to cover the
expected a-ferrlte layers on Irradiated fuel
elements. Figure 5 shows a typical ferrite
standard. Several distinct layers are indicated
along with the accompanying chart trace. Cali-
bration is based on fitting repeatable chart
responses to specific ferrite thicknesses. Systea
sensitivity detects plated layers down to 0.7 uo
(2.36xlO"s in.)

Frequency

Test frequency is established by using a
combination of Standard Depth of Penetration (SDP)

and Foerster Limit Frequency (Fg) methods.7 The
SOP consideration establishes the approximate
distance below the surface of the test specimen
where the eddy-current density Is reduced to 37
percent of the surface density. This is generally
referred to as one standard depth and calculated
using:

SDP - (irFuo)"1'2 (<t)

where, SDP - depth, M
F - test frequency, Hz
a - electrical conductivity,

mhos/M
u - permeability, H/M.
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INCREASING FERRITE LAYERS

Fig. 5. Ferrite Scan and Micrograph Sections of the
Eddy-current Ferrite Standard



This "skin effect" tends to concentrate the eddy-
currents near the surface of the test part
Immediately beneath the test probe.

The limit frequency (Fg) provides the general
test frequency that will enhance sensitivity to
the desired anomally In the test part. The form
of the equation equals:

a 8 l 8 2

where, Fg - limit frequency, Hz
C • unltless constant of

proportionality equal
to 5.066x10s

0 " electrical conductivity,
mhos/H
relative permeability,
unltless

(5)

gjg2 - geometrical dimensions of
test specimen, M

Actual measurements normally use a test frequency
which Is a compromise between SDF and Fg.
Ideally, Fg Is applied first to optimize the
variable of interest then adjusted to one SDP as
the test situations warrant.

APPLICATIONS

Ferrite

Figure 6 shows a typical ferrite scan of an
experimental EBR-II irradiated mixed-oxide fuel
element. Various points on the scan are illus-
trated by photomicrographs for comparison with
chart indications and actual ferrite observed in
the irradiated cladding. Points of no ferrite
(A, B, and C), dispersed or broken ferrite (D

DISPERSED FERRITE DISPERSED FERRITE

Fig. 6. Ferrite Scan and Micrograph Sections of an
Irradiated Mixed-oxide Fuel Element



and E), and layered ferrlte (F, G, and H) are
indicated. The typical axial distribution of
ferrlte is observed. This ferrlte profile is
determined by the temperature distribution along
the element during Irradiation.

The absolute-type scanning probe is used
Instead of a differential-type encircling probe
because the absolute probe provides a continuous
measurement of gradual specimen variations (i.e.,
ferrlte). The test frequency used for measuring
ferrite was 15 kHz. Probe inductance was 280 ph.
At HFEF, ferrlte testing Is performed between
10-20 kllohertz. Typically, frequencies greater
than 80 kHz result in an increased sensitivity
to conductivity variations within the cladding
causing ambiguity in the ferrlte response. Below
80 kHz the permeability (ot-ferrite) sensitivity
is enhanced.

Defect

Defect detection Is used to aid in the iden-
tification of breached Irradiated fuel elements.
Differential encircling probes detect abrupt
point-defect variations In the cladding, while
gradual cladding variations are ignored. Figure 7
shows a breach indication from an Irradiated typfi
316 stainless-steel-clad mixed-oxide element.

Data for breach detection is obtained through
strip charts. Breaches are verified using an
idealized criteria where chart responses occurring
in two channels must occur as oppositely directed
peaks. The amplitudes uhen compared for relative
heights can be used to determine the extent to
which the cladding breach is OD, ID, or through-
cladding wall. For the particular application
at HFEF, additional Information is gained by
observing the llssajous patterns provided from
oscilloscope monitoring. The oscilloscope Is used
to supplement the breach verification process by
carefully considering the phase angle and shape
of Indicated lissajous patterns.

CONCLUSION

The above-described methods are currently
used at the HFEF to increase the existing capa-
bilities of the remote eddy-current system. The
extent to which these considerations are applied
include probe design, feedthrough changes, signal
filtering, and the installation of new nodular
eddy-current devices. The described considera-
tions are essential to most eddy-current hot-cell
applications. These considerations Increase the
versatility of the HFEF remote eddy-current system
and saves considerable effort therefore avoiding
the otherwise tedious empirical method.

IHTECRITY TESTIHSfc
TYPICAL DEFECT CRITERIA

MIXED OXIDE FUEL ELEMENT
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Fig. 7. Oscilloscope and Strip-chart Indications from a Mixed-oxide Fuel Element
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